You're Invited: Haven Housing Happy Hour!

Join us in supporting the women and women-led families of Haven Housing Tuesday, June 5th, 4:30-8:30PM at Bauhaus Brew Labs! This event is a casual, indoor/outdoor gathering of Haven Housing supporters and a fun way to introduce friends and family to the Haven Housing community.

Admission to Haven Housing Happy Hour is $35/person and includes:

- 2 drinks from Bauhaus Brew Labs and a light meal from Bark and the Bite
- Desserts from Nothing Bundt Cakes, Cocoa & Fig, and Cookie Cart
- Silent Auction, Gift Card Wall and Live Music from Daniel Switch

Register [online](#) and share our event on [Facebook](#)!

Can't make it? You can still support our women and children by([donating](#)).

Hope Sponsor:

![Bremer Bank](#)
Available Sponsorship Opportunities

Current Needs

Are you looking for a way to help Haven Housing? We are currently in need of:

- twin and/or full sized sheet sets
- socks and underwear (women and children)
- $10 gift cards (for our annual event gift card wall)

If you would like to help, please reply to this message with any questions or to schedule a delivery; you can even order online and send them directly to us.

"I haven't felt loved this like in a long time." - Haven Housing participant, during a women's self-care activity
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